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Night horse Campbell (10th Cir. 2004)). Legislative immunity redirects litigation to a dif-
fer ent defendant performing dif fer ent functions, rather than eliminating all liability. A 
plaintiff threatened or injured by an unconstitutional law cannot sue the legislators who 
enacted the law, who enjoy legislative immunity for the legislative function of enacting 
the law. She sues the executive officer charged with executing or enforcing the unconsti-
tutional law, policy, or legislative command, a non- legislative function for which the 
executive is not immune. (Franklin v. Mas sa chu setts (1992) (Scalia, J., concurring in 
part and concurring in the judgment)).

Immunity may redirect litigation to the same person or body performing a dif fer ent, 
non- legislative function. In Supreme Court of  Virginia v. Consumers Union of the United 
States (1980), plaintiffs challenged the constitutionality of State Bar regulations prohib-
iting attorney advertising, which the Supreme Court of  Virginia was empowered to pro-
mulgate and enforce. A federal court could not enjoin the state court from voting on 
and enacting the regulations, a core legislative function to which legislative immunity 
attached. But it could enjoin the court from enforcing  those regulations against attor-
neys, an executive function not protected by legislative immunity. Courts analyze zon-
ing disputes in similar terms —   the enactment of a zoning ordinance is legislative and 
protected by absolute immunity, but decisions on use permits for specific properties are 
not legislative, even when the same entity performs both functions. (Sable v. Myers 
(10th Cir. 2009); Kaahumanu v. County of Maui (9th Cir. 2003)).

In some cases, however, the immune legislative pro cess  causes the injury, leaving the 
injured person without a remedy. Scott- Harris could not get her job back from the City 
of Fall River or recover any monetary or other remedy in federal court; her injury, the loss 
of her job, was carried out through a legislative pro cess rather than through a single fir-
ing. The same is true for some congressional employees suing  under the CAA, unable to 
offer non- legislative evidence in support of their claims; for an official removed from 
office via impeachment; and for a property owner denied a land- use permit. These 
results reflect the balancing inherent in immunity, as between protecting special gov-
ernment functions and providing compensation, accountability, and deterrence.

Alternatively, legislative immunity may limit the procedures through which an indi-
vidual can redirect the manner of litigating his rights, without necessarily eliminating 
the opportunity to vindicate  those rights. The D.C. Cir cuit in Senate Permanent Subcom-
mittee v. Ferrer (D.C. Cir. 2017) considered a witness subpoenaed by a congressional sub-
committee, who wanted to assert a First Amendment privilege from testifying or 
producing documents. That witness could not ask a federal court to enjoin enforcement 
of the subpoena, as issuing the subpoena was a legislative act. But he could ignore the 
subpoena, refuse to answer questions, or refuse to produce documents; be charged with 
Contempt of Congress; and raise his substantive constitutional objections as a defense to 
the contempt citation. That strategy would not require a federal court to compel or pro-
hibit legislative functions or run afoul of legislative immunity.

§ 5.07  Legislative Immunity Puzzles

Consider  whether any or all of the defendants in the following actions are entitled to abso-
lute legislative immunity.

1. Reeder v. Madigan (7th Cir. 2015)
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Reeder is a reporter and writer for the Illinois News Network (“INN”), a part of the Illi-
nois Policy Institute (“IPI”); IPI was a registered lobbyist. Reeder sought media credentials 
to cover the Illinois Senate and Illinois House of Representatives; credentials would accord 
him access to certain  people and places, including  house members on the floor. Both  houses 
denied credentials, pursuant to  house rules prohibiting registered lobbyists (such as IPI) from 
being on the floor.

The following year, Reeder reapplied for media credentials; IPI was no longer a registered 
lobbyist, but instead was represented by Illinois Policy Action (“IPA”), a registered lobbyist. 
Both  houses again denied Reeder media credentials. Given that IPI and IPA shared offices, 
phone numbers, and employees, IPI should have registered as a lobbyist. Reeder, both  houses 
concluded, did not operate in de pen dently of  either IPI or IPA and thus was functionally a 
lobbyist, not eligible for media credentials.

Reeder brings a § 1983 action against the Speaker of the House, President of the Senate, 
and both of their press secretaries, claiming the denial of press credentials  violated the First 
Amendment.

2. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations v. Ferrer (D.C. Cir. 2017)

Ferrer is the CEO of Backpage . com, an online advertising site. The Senate Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations was investigating businesses that directly or indirectly facil-
itated criminal sex trafficking; the committee took an interest in Backpage’s “Adult Ser vices” 
section. The Subcommittee issued a subpoena duces tecum to Backpage and Ferrer, with-
drew it, then issued a second subpoena. When Ferrer objected to the subpoena on, among 
other grounds, First Amendment privilege, the Subcommittee filed an action in federal dis-
trict court to enforce the subpoena; the district court granted the Subcommittee’s request and 
ordered Ferrer to comply with the subpoena. After some wrangling, Ferrer produced more 
than 100,000 pages of documents. Ferrer appealed the order compelling compliance. While 
the appeal was pending, the Subcommittee issued its report (which included an appendix 
containing some Backpage documents) and closed its investigation.

Ferrer wants the federal court to issue an injunction ordering the Subcommittee to return, 
destroy, or refrain from publishing the Backpage documents that  were produced pursuant to 
the subpoena.

PART B: JUDICIAL PRO CESS IMMUNITIES

§ 5.08  Overview and Connections

The primary public actors working within the judicial system, criminal and civil, enjoy 
strong forms of absolute immunity. The Supreme Court in Bradley v. Fisher (1872) rec-
ognized historic judicial immunity of the 19th  century, then applied it in Pierson v. Ray 
(1967) to burgeoning modern civil rights litigation  under § 1983.

In Imbler v. Pachtman (1976), the Court described competing approaches to prosecuto-
rial immunity. Lower courts had protected prosecutors through a derivative, quasi- judicial 
immunity. Justice White concurred in Imbler to argue for in de pen dent prosecutorial 
immunity, analogizing the needs of prosecutors to the needs of judges. The Court  adopted 
the latter conception of an immunity protecting prosecutors as prosecutors (Burns v. Reed 
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(1991)), as well as immunity for trial (Briscoe v. LaHue (1983)) and grand- jury (Rehberg v. 
Paulk (2012)) witnesses.

Judicial- process immunities originated in common law and  were deemed to have sur-
vived passage of the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871. Nineteenth- century common law pro-
vides a guide, but does not dictate the scope of, § 1983 immunities. (Rehberg).  These 
immunities apply to § 1983 actions against state- judicial- system actors (Antoine v. Byers 
& Anderson (1993)) and to Bivens actions against federal- judicial- system actors (Koubriti 
v. Convertino (6th Cir. 2010)).

Judicial- process immunities protect the proper operation of the  legal system. As Reh-
berg explained with re spect to prosecutorial immunity, quoting Learned Hand (Gre-
goire v. Biddle (2d Cir. 1949)), in words equally applicable to judicial immunity:

Absolute immunity reflects “a balance” of “evils.” . . .  “[I]t has been thought in 
the end better,” he said, “to leave unredressed the wrongs done by dishonest offi-
cers than to subject  those who try to do their duty to the constant dread of 
retaliation.”

As to both, existing judicial pro cesses for remedying constitutional violations eliminate 
the need or appropriateness of civil litigation and liability.

Judges and prosecutors work within a self- regulating and self- correcting adjudicative 
system. The appellate pro cess provides the primary means of identifying, correcting, 
and reversing constitutional errors by judges and prosecutors, allowing parties (espe-
cially criminal defendants) to protect and vindicate their trial rights.  These procedural 
formalities and protections justify immunity. (Forrester v. White (1988); Brunson v. 
Murray (7th Cir. 2016); Lacey v. Maricopa County (9th Cir. 2012) (en banc)).

Prosecutors (as licensed attorneys) and judges (as judges) are subject to self- regulation 
through systems of professional responsibility and discipline. (Bright v. Gallia Cty., 
Ohio (6th Cir. 2014); Mississippi Comm’n on Judicial Per for mance v. Littlejohn (Miss. 
2011)). That Bar complaints against prosecutors are rarely, if ever, pursued or successful 
has never changed this analy sis. In the infamous wrongful prosecution of three mem-
bers of the Duke University lacrosse team on fabricated sexual- assault charges in 2006–
07, Durham (N.C.) District Attorney Mike Nifong was disbarred and jailed for contempt 
for his misconduct in the investigation and prosecution; that result was notable for its 
rarity. (Evans v. Chal mers (4th Cir. 2012); Davis 2007; Kamin 2011). Prosecutors and 
judges also remain subject to state and federal criminal prosecution, even for conduct 
that might be immune from civil suit. (Archie v. Lanier (6th Cir. 1996); United States v. 
LeFevour (7th Cir. 1986)).

 There also remains an electoral check, direct or indirect. Many state judges, especially 
at the trial level, are elected; even more are subject to periodic reelection,  whether in con-
tested or retention elections. Lead prosecutors at the local level are elected, or at least 
appointed by elected officials, allowing for some popu lar influence on the functioning 
of the prosecutor’s office. One commentator identified prosecutor elections as the linch-
pin of criminal- justice reform. (Davis 2007).

Judicial- process immunity is essential to an in de pen dent judicial system. At least one 
party to a judicial proceeding walks away unhappy, disgruntled, or in disagreement with 
adjudicative outcomes. Convicted defendants readily believe their convictions resulted 
from witness, jury, judicial, attorney, or prosecutorial misconduct (likely some combi-
nation of all); victims and complaining witnesses feel similarly when the pro cess does not 
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produce the result they want. Civil litigation for damages initiated by the losing or dis-
appointed party in an under lying criminal or civil action would be inevitable, convert-
ing § 1983 and Bivens into a de facto appellate- review pro cess, with the federal court 
reviewing under lying proceedings for constitutional error, rather than leaving that task 
to the appellate pro cess. (Myrick v. Greenwood (7th Cir. 2017)). The judicial system func-
tions only if judges, prosecutors, witnesses, jurors, and other actors exercise in de pen-
dent judgment through fearless, principled advocacy and decisionmaking. (Mireles v. 
Waco (1991) (per curiam); Forrester).

Judicial- process immunities are of a piece with the Supreme Court’s holding in Polk 
County v. Dodson (1981) that public defenders do not act  under color of state law and 
cannot be liable for constitutional damages  under § 1983. All ensure that the primary 
actors within the criminal- justice system —   judge, prosecutor, defense counsel —   exercise 
their best  legal judgment  free from fear of civil litigation and personal liability, allowing 
the pro cess the space to function and to self- correct errors. And all ensure that civil 
rights litigation does not become a vehicle for collateral review.

§ 5.09  Judicial Immunity

[1]  Scope of Immunity
The Court applies a functional approach to judicial immunity, attaching it only to 

“truly judicial acts” (Forrester v. White (1988)), not to non- judicial acts that happen to 
have been performed by a judge. A judicial act is one normally performed by a judge as 
a judge in the course of resolving  legal and factual disputes between parties who have 
invoked the court’s adjudicative jurisdiction. Courts “look to the par tic u lar act’s rela-
tion to the general function normally performed by a judge.” This considers the extent 
to which the act entails discretionary decisions requiring in de pen dent learned judg-
ment and the parties’ expectations and understanding of  whether they dealt with a 
judge in her judicial capacity. (Mireles v. Waco (1991) (per curiam); Stump v. Sparkman 
(1978)).

An act becomes judicial in relation to the judge’s authority. Stump distinguished 
between acts performed in excess of jurisdiction and acts performed in the clear or com-
plete absence of jurisdiction. Judicial immunity does not attach to the latter —   acts for 
which  there was no judicial power and no colorable claim that jurisdiction was pres ent —   
making it no dif fer ent than if a non- judge engaged in the same conduct. For example, a 
probate judge who presided over a criminal case acted in complete absence of jurisdic-
tion, as would a non- judge who attempted to preside over that case. Judicial immu-
nity does attach to the former —   the judge exercising legitimate judicial authority, but in an 
improper way. This includes a criminal- court judge who rendered an invalid judgment 
by convicting a defendant of a non- existent crime or a judge who  violated state proce-
dural or conduct rules in adjudicating some  matter other wise within her jurisdiction. 
(Stump; Funches v. Bucks County (3d Cir. 2014); Savoie v. Martin (6th Cir. 2012); Thomas 
v. Wilkins (D.D.C. 2014)).

Judicial functions reach every thing that judges do in hearing and deciding cases, con-
troversies, and disputes before them and in issuing appropriate  orders and judgments. 
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(Stump; Leech v. DeWeese (6th Cir. 2012)).  These functions enjoy absolute immunity even 
when done informally or ex parte, without hearing from parties, and absent formal trap-
pings of judicial proceedings. (Stump; Capogrosso v. Supreme Court of New Jersey (3d 
Cir. 2009)). Judicial functions also include presiding in court, issuing  orders for 
appropriate operation of court proceedings, appointing and removing counsel, and 
awarding costs and attorney’s fees to assigned counsel or to parties. (Bright (6th Cir.); 
Bliven v. Hunt (2d Cir. 2009); Roth v. King (D.C. Cir. 2006); Thomas (D.D.C.)).

The broad scope of judicial immunity is reflected in the Supreme Court’s two major 
modern judicial- immunity decisions.

The first, and most controversial, is Stump in 1978. As a teen, Sparkman was steril-
ized pursuant to a court order obtained by her  mother from Judge Stump, a state trial 
judge; Sparkman’s  mother submitted to the judge in chambers and ex parte a handwrit-
ten affidavit and petition, which Stump signed. No formal pro cess attended the deci-
sion;  there was no docket entry, no formal petition, no hearing, and no representative 
appointed to represent Sparkman’s interests. Sparkman was told that she was  going to 
the hospital to have her appendix removed. Now a married adult seeking to become preg-
nant, Sparkman and her husband brought a § 1983 action against Judge Stump, Spark-
man’s  mother, her  mother’s  lawyer, and the doctors who performed the sterilization 
procedure.

Stump enjoyed absolutely immune from suit. Taking cognizance of, and ruling on, a 
 legal and factual issue was what judges did as judges. The informality of the proceeding 
and the absence of ordinary attributes of a judicial proceeding  were not conclusive; judges 
often act ex parte, and granting this petition was no dif fer ent. The function at issue was 
“approv[ing] petitions,” a broad framing that made it indisputably judicial; the Court 
rejected a narrower, more specific framing that considered the content of the challenged 
petition or order. Nor did Stump act in the “clear absence” of jurisdiction. Although he 
lacked an affirmative grant of authority to order sterilization, as a judge serving on a state 
court of general jurisdiction, he had presumptive authority to act on any  matter presented 
to him  unless affirmatively divested of jurisdiction. That his ruling might have been 
unconstitutionally erroneous did not mean he lacked all jurisdiction.

The response of the Stump dissent was less about the nature of the act than about its 
litigation context (or lack thereof) and how that should have defined its judicial nature. 
 There was no case; no litigants; no notice, repre sen ta tion, or opportunity for Sparkman 
to be heard; no opportunity for appeal; and “not even the pretext of principled decision-
making.” Given the “total absence of any of  these normal attributes of a judicial pro-
ceeding,” this could not be a judicial act.  Because of the informality and absence of 
pro cess, the systemic features justifying absolute judicial immunity —   appellate review 
and internal systemic or institutional checks on constitutional error —    were absent.

The second case was a per curiam summary reversal in Mireles v. Waco (1991). According 
to the complaint, Judge Mireles, a state- court judge, ordered police officers to “ ’forcibly 
and with excessive force seize’ ” and bring to the courtroom Waco, a public defender 
who was waiting to appear in another courtroom in the building. The Court held that 
Judge Mireles enjoyed absolute immunity  because Waco, brought to the courtroom as 
counsel on a case pending before the court, dealt with Mireles as a judge. Stripped of the 
improper direction to use excessive force, ordering court officers to bring counsel before 
the court to  handle a pending  matter was a function that judges perform. Even in dissent, 
Justice Stevens agreed that the judge was immune for the order to bring the attorney into 
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the courtroom, although he viewed the command to use force as a separate command 
to commit a battery, a distinct order bearing no relation to a function normally performed 
by a judge and thus not entitled to immunity.

[2]  Limits on the Scope of Immunity
Judicial immunity does not extend to the range of administrative, ministerial, exec-

utive, and legislative functions that judges and courts perform. While many are essen-
tial to the functioning of the judicial system, they are not judicial. Judges may enjoy some 
other immunity for  these functions. It might be absolute legislative immunity for legis-
lative acts that judges are authorized to perform, as in Supreme Court of  Virginia v. Con-
sumers Union of United States (1980). More commonly,  these are subject to default 
qualified immunity. (Brown v. Griesenauer (8th Cir. 1992)).

The question has been how to demarcate absolutely immune judicial functions from 
other, non- judicial functions.

One line distinguishes acts requiring judicial discretion and judgment from ministe-
rial acts that could be entrusted to a non- judge or to someone without judicial or  legal 
training. This distinction links to immunity’s goal of preserving in de pen dent judicial 
decisionmaking; absolute immunity is unwarranted where the function does not demand 
such judgment and where the function is not subject to internal reviews and checks that 
define judicial decisionmaking. (Atherton v. D.C. Office of the Mayor (D.C. Cir. 2009)). 
The most common administrative decisions involve employment and employee super-
vision, even as to essential court personnel such as probation officers or court commis-
sioners. (Forrester; Meek v. County of Riverside (9th Cir. 1999)).

A second line distinguishes judicial decisions made in the course of resolving a single 
case from non- judicial decisions affecting a larger number of cases. A judge unquestion-
ably performs a judicial act in appointing individual counsel in an individual case. 
(Roth (D.C. Cir.)). But a judge also must establish and maintain a registry or wheel of 
attorneys eligible to be appointed in  future cases. The Second Cir cuit defined this func-
tion as administrative,  because it applied to all attorneys across all cases. (Bliven v. Hunt 
(2d Cir. 2009); Mitchell v. Fishbein (2d Cir. 2004)). But the Fifth Cir cuit (Davis v. Tar-
rant Cty. (5th Cir. 2009)) and D.C. Cir cuit (Roth (D.C. Cir.)) labeled this judicial, as it 
involved judicial discretion as to which attorneys  were worthy of appointment and 
affected appointments in individual cases.

A third category of non- judicial function involves individual, personally motivated 
acts that have nothing to do with the operation or functioning of the judicial pro cess or 
of deciding cases, but  were performed by a person who happens to be a judge. Where a 
judge commits a non- judicial act but uses the trappings or apparent authority of his 
judicial office to enable his misconduct, he acts  under color of law for § 1983 purposes, 
although he cannot claim judicial immunity. (Archie v. Lanier (6th Cir. 1996) (Merritt, 
C.J., concurring)).

A final category involves executive and administrative functions, having nothing to 
do with the judicial system, that state law delegates to judges rather than executive- branch 
officers. One recent example involved the issuance of marriage licenses in Alabama.  
State law delegated that task to local probate judges  under the supervision of the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court of Alabama. Issuing licenses was a ministerial task, not 
involving judicial pro cesses or judicial discretion and judgment; probate judges did not 
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enjoy judicial immunity from suits challenging their refusal to issue licenses to same- 
sex  couples. (Strawser v. Strange (S.D. Ala. 2015)). Nor would the Chief Justice have 
enjoyed absolute judicial immunity in supervising probate judges and in ordering them 
to refrain from issuing licenses; supervising and controlling judges in performing exec-
utive functions was an executive function.

[3]  Level of Immunity
Where applicable, judicial immunity is absolute. (Forrester; Stump). It protects judges 

when their conduct is malicious, corrupt, or done with an improper or unlawful motive, 
and regardless of how obviously wrong, unlawful, or unconstitutional. Judicial immu-
nity is immunity from suit —   from having to be a party to litigation and from having to 
deal with the costs, burdens, and distractions of litigation. (Mireles; Keystone Redevelop-
ment Partners, LLC v. Decker (3d Cir. 2011)).

Judicial immunity protects judges from civil actions for retroactive damages arising 
from judicial acts, although not from criminal prosecution for judicial acts. (United States 
v. LeFevour (7th Cir. 1986)).

As for civil actions for prospective and equitable relief, this has been a subject of back- 
and- forth between the courts and Congress.

In Pulliam v. Allen (1984), the Supreme Court held that judicial immunity did not 
protect judges from civil actions seeking equitable relief. Although at En glish Common 
Law there was no such  thing as an injunction  running against a judge,  there was an 
analogous practice of the King’s Bench issuing prerogative writs (such as writs of prohibi-
tion and mandamus) to compel inferior- court judges to prospectively act or refrain 
from acting. This practice developed alongside common law judicial immunity. The 
judicial immunity incorporated into § 1 of the 1871 Act must have been limited by 
judges’ amenability to vari ous forms of prospective relief. Making state judges subject to 
prospective checks on misconduct also was consistent with Congress’ special concerns 
in 1871 that state courts would be in effec tive in protecting federal rights and might 
themselves violate federal rights.

Pulliam was limited, although not overruled, by the Federal Courts Improvement Act 
of 1996 (Pub. L. 104-317, 110 Stat. 3847 (1996)). The Act attached a new clause to the end 
of § 1983’s basic cause of action:

 . . .  except that in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omis-
sion taken in such officer’s judicial capacity, injunctive relief  shall not be 
granted  unless a declaratory decree was  violated or declaratory relief was 
unavailable.

 Under this statutory change, a plaintiff cannot immediately obtain injunctive relief pro-
hibiting a judge from acting in a judicial capacity (that is, performing functions to 
which judicial immunity might other wise attach). The plaintiff must first seek a decla-
ration that the judge’s conduct  violated the Constitution; only if the declaratory judg-
ment was obtained and ignored, or if such remedy was inadequate at the outset,  will the 
plaintiff then be able to obtain an injunction. (Brandon E. ex rel. Listenbee v. Reynolds 
(3d Cir. 2000)).

The statutory change does not alter Pulliam’s under lying point that judicial immu-
nity does not apply to § 1983 actions for prospective relief. It imposes a new burden on a 
plaintiff challenging judicial functions to seek prospective relief seriatim, although 
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courts sometimes ignore this requirement where a plaintiff seeks a declaratory judgment 
and injunction si mul ta neously.

[4]  Application of Immunity
While judicial immunity protects judges, non- judicial actors enjoy quasi- judicial 

immunity in three broad contexts.

First, quasi- juidicial immunity protects non- judges performing functions that are 
“functionally comparable” to the functions that judges perform, but operating within 
non- judicial bodies. (Antoine v. Byers & Anderson (1993); Butz v. Economou (1978); Zoretic 
v. Darge (7th Cir. 2016)). The primary example involves hearing officers in executive, 
administrative, and agency proceedings.  These officers function as judges in all 
re spects relevant to the policies under lying immunity —   they hear and resolve  legal 
and factual issues through formal pro cesses; they exercise in de pen dent judgment that 
must be protected against outside pressures; one or both parties to the proceeding may 
be disappointed with the outcome and have incentive to sue; and the hearing system 
features structural safeguards offering appellate review and error correction. (Butz; 
Brunson v. Murray (7th Cir. 2016); Zoretic (7th Cir.)). Immunity protects agency hear-
ing officers (Butz); local zoning and licensing boards (Brunson (7th Cir.); Dotzel v. 
Ashbridge (3d Cir. 2006)); administrative law judges (Funches v. Bucks County (3d Cir. 
2014)); parole boards (Hart v. Hodges (11th Cir. 2009)); state gaming boards (Keystone (3d 
Cir.); state Bar admissions bodies (Hirsh v. Justices of the Supreme Court (9th Cir. 
1995)); and state medical boards (Mishler v. Clift (9th Cir. 2012)). The Seventh Cir cuit 
in Brunson stated that, like judicial immunity that links to the judicial institution, 
quasi- judicial immunity runs out when formal institutional protections in quasi- 
judicial bodies run out.

Second, quasi- judicial immunity protects the array of non- judges who work along-
side and in cooperation with judges, performing (or helping judges perform) functions 
integral to the operation of the judicial system. Many of  these quasi- judicial actors exer-
cise judgment and discretion.  These include jurors and  grand jurors (Imbler v. Pacht-
man (1976); DeCamp v. Douglas County Franklin  Grand Jury (8th Cir. 1992)); law clerks 
(Trackwell v. United States Gov’t (10th Cir. 2007)); court- appointed special masters (Nyst-
edt v. Nigro (1st Cir. 2012)); guardians ad litem appointed to investigate and make rec-
ommendations to the court (Fuller v. Davis (10th Cir. 2014); Hughes v. Long (3d Cir. 
2001)); and other court- appointed experts. But this form of immunity applies only 
when quasi- judicial officials perform discretionary rather than ministerial functions. 
Courts making immunity determinations must examine the contours of the function 
and the local rules and regulations to identify the level of discretion the officer enjoyed 
and to define how judicial the function was. (Funches (3d Cir.)).

Fi nally, quasi- judicial immunity protects officials, such as law- enforcement officers, 
who enforce facially valid court  orders and warrants at the explicit direction of a judge, 
even if enforcing the order is a ministerial and non- discretionary function. (Zoretic 
(7th Cir.); Valdez v. City and County of Denver (10th Cir. 1989)). The Tenth Cir cuit in 
Valdez explained that executing judicial  orders was as integral to the judicial pro cess as 
drafting  orders (to which absolute immunity attached) and as likely to trigger litigation 
by a disappointed party. According the enforcing officers absolute immunity avoids 
tension between judges and  those who execute their  orders, by ensuring that the latter 
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need not (and cannot) second- guess or disregard an order out of fear of liability should 
the order prove invalid. But absolute immunity again runs out if the officer was not 
enforcing an  actual court order or if his conduct exceeded the scope of that order. 
(Zoretic (7th Cir.); Teton Millwork Sales v. Schlossberg (10th Cir. 2009)).

[5]  Judicial Immunity Puzzles
Consider  whether the defendants in the following cases are entitled to absolute judicial 

or quasi- judicial immunity.

1. King v. McCree (6th Cir. 2014)

King was the  father of a five- year- old girl and was charged with failing to pay child sup-
port; Judge McCree was a state trial judge, presiding over King’s prosecution.

At a May hearing, King pled guilty to failure to pay child support. Judge McCree imposed 
a “delayed sentence.” King agreed to make payments on a schedule. The court could with-
draw the plea and dismiss the charges if King made payments for eleven months or could 
accept the plea and impose a felony conviction if he failed to make payments. Status hear-
ings  were scheduled for August and November.

Following the May hearing, Judge McCree began “chatting” with Mott, the  mother and 
custodial parent of King’s  daughter and the complaining witness in the case against King. 
Soon  after, McCree and Mott began a romantic relationship, which included McCree loaning 
Mott money and the two meeting for sexual encounters in chambers. During that relation-
ship, McCree and Mott spoke about her case and about King’s compliance (or lack thereof) 
with the delayed- sentence agreement. In the days before the August status hearing, they 
exchanged multiple text messages about the case. Mott urged McCree to force King to pay 
more than what was required  under the agreement and to impose jail time if he did not pay 
that greater amount; McCree responded that he might impose jail time or place King on a 
“tether” (a monitoring device). At the August hearing, King was $672 short of compliance, 
allegedly as a result of being robbed; Judge McCree gave him  until the end of the month to pay 
that amount, placed him on a tether, and said he would withdraw the delayed- sentence and 
impose a felony conviction if he did not pay by then. According to the complaint, McCree and 
Mott had sex in McCree’s chambers following the hearing. In September, aware of the impro-
priety of the relationship with Mott, Judge McCree transferred the action to a dif fer ent judge 
in the court, one with a reputation as a “hanging” judge who imposed harsh sentences.

King files a § 1983 action against McCree, claiming a violation of due pro cess. He identifies 
four acts that  violated his due pro cess rights: 1) McCree’s conduct at the May hearing in 
accepting the guilty plea and imposing the delayed sentence; 2) McCree’s conduct at the 
August hearing in placing King on the tether and threatening jail time if he did not pay by the 
end of the month; 3) McCree transferring the case to a “hanging” judge with a reputation for 
imposing harsh sentences; and 4) McCree carry ing on the romantic relationship with Mott.

2. Lampley v. Littlejohn

Judge Littlejohn, a state chancery judge in Mississippi, began each court session with reci-
tation of the Pledge of Allegiance, requiring every one pres ent to stand and recite the Pledge 
aloud. Such a requirement violates the First Amendment. At the beginning of one session, 
attorney Lampley stood quietly but did not recite the Pledge.

Judge Littlejohn attempted to enforce his Pledge- recitation policy against Lampley in any 
of the following ways
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1. Holding Lampley in criminal contempt and  ordering him incarcerated for several 
hours.*

2. Ordering the bailiff to “do what ever you have to do to make Lampley recite the Pledge.”

3. Ordering the bailiff to Taser Lampley for failing to recite the Pledge.

4. Stepping off the bench and Tasering Lampley for failing to recite the Pledge.

Imagine Lampley files a § 1983 action,** claiming a violation of his First Amendment 
rights from any of the four enforcement attempts.

§ 5.10  Prosecutorial Immunity

[1]  Scope of Immunity
Like all absolute immunities, prosecutorial immunity is defined by function, not actor. 

It protects the prosecutor acting as an “advocate for the State,” performing functions 
“intimately associated with the judicial phase of the criminal pro cess.” It covers “acts 
undertaken by a prosecutor in preparing for the initiation of judicial proceedings or for 
trial, and which occur in the course of his role as an advocate.” For other, non- advocate 
functions, qualified immunity affords sufficient protection, even where the public offi-
cial is a prosecutor. (Buckley v. Fitzsimmons (1993); Burns v. Reed (1991); Imbler v. Pacht-
man (1976); Harris v. Bornhorst (6th Cir. 2008)).

In Rehberg v. Paulk (2012), the Court stated that the unique creation and evolution of 
the position of public prosecutor and the prosecutorial role affected the scope of pros-
ecutorial immunity. In 1871, criminal cases often  were prosecuted by private individu-
als, who, like private civil plaintiffs, did not enjoy absolute immunity from tort suits. 
The public prosecutor developed in the de cades that followed, along with recognition of 
the need for absolute immunity to protect public officials whose daily function was to 
initiate criminal charges and who became obvious targets for suits by wronged defen-
dants. The prosecutorial immunity the Court has recognized for § 1983 actions is not 
immunity frozen as of 1871, but “instead placed substantial reliance on post-1871 cases 
extending broad immunity to public prosecutors.”

Immune prosecutorial functions include initiating and pursuing prosecutions (Burns; 
Gherity v. Pfaff (D. Minn. 2016)); presenting evidence and testimony in court or before 
a  grand jury (Kalina v. Fletcher (1997); Buckley; Burns; Imbler); and out- of- court 
preparation necessary for in- court pre sen ta tions, including required disclosure of excul-
patory evidence to the defense. (Imbler; Everling v. Ragains (S.D. Ind. 2015)). Prosecuto-
rial immunity is absolute where it applies, without inquiry as to the prosecutor’s motive 
or state of mind, even if malicious, corrupt, or in bad faith. Knowingly, maliciously, and 
intentionally presenting false or fabricated evidence or knowingly suborning perjury 

*  This is what Judge Littlejohn did in reaction to Lampley’s refusal to recite the Pledge. (Missis-
sippi Comm’n on Judicial Per for mance v. Littlejohn (Miss. 2011)).

**  Lampley did not sue. The Mississippi Commission on Judicial Per for mance reprimanded 
Judge Littlejohn and assessed costs of $100 for misusing his contempt powers. (Littlejohn (Miss. 
2011)).
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remain immune. (Kalina; Buckley; Imbler; Myrick v. Greenwood (7th Cir. 2017); Loupe v. 
O’Bannon (5th Cir. 2016); Giraldo v. Kessler (7th Cir. 2012); Gherity (D.Minn.)).

Like judicial immunity, prosecutorial immunity guards vigorous exercise of in de pen-
dent  legal judgment within a properly functioning and self- correcting judicial pro cess 
that checks and remedies constitutional error or misconduct. Immunity runs out beyond 
the need for  legal judgment and the protections of the judicial pro cess.

In Kalina v. Fletcher (1997), a deputy prosecutor sought a warrant, filing three docu-
ments in support of the request: (1) an information charging a defendant with burglary; 
(2) a petition for an arrest warrant; and (3) a “certification for a determination of prob-
able cause,” signed by the prosecutor, summarizing the evidence, and vouching for the 
truth of the facts asserted. The Supreme Court held that the prosecutor was absolutely 
immune for preparing all documents, reviewing the supporting evidence, and present-
ing them to the court. But she was not immune for the false statements contained in the 
third document; in making factual assertions and vouching for their truthfulness, the 
prosecutor acted as a fact witness, not a  lawyer, so was not exercising the professional 
judgment that immunity protects. The Ninth Cir cuit in Garmon v. County of Los Ange-
les (9th Cir. 2016) followed that same line, according a prosecutor absolute immunity 
for issuing a subpoena intended to secure evidence to rebut witness testimony, but not 
for making false statements in the factual declaration in support of the subpoena 
application.

Buckley (1993) held that a prosecutor also was not absolutely immune for statements 
made to the media outside the courtroom during an investigation or judicial proceed-
ings. While communicating with the press and the public was a vital public function 
(especially by an elected prosecutor), it did not require  legal judgment, was not a func-
tion performed as an advocate for the state within the judicial phase of the criminal pro-
cess, and was not subject to appellate review or other systemic protections against 
constitutional error.

In Lacey v. Maricopa County (9th Cir. 2012) (en banc), the en banc Ninth Cir cuit 
emphasized the importance of the judicial system’s procedural checks as a condition for 
according a function absolute immunity. The prosecutor drafted and issued subpoenas 
to obtain documents from a newspaper as part of an investigation to determine if pros-
ecution of the paper was warranted, but without notifying or obtaining approval for the 
subpoenas from the  grand jury or the presiding judge in accordance with state law. The 
court refused to immunize conduct designed to avoid the judicial phase and judicial scru-
tiny of the prosecutor’s actions. The judicial pro cess served as a check on prosecutorial 
actions, but  those checks failed when the prosecutor worked outside established proce-
dures. As the court put it, “[w] here the prosecutor has side- stepped the judicial pro cess, 
he has forfeited the protections the law offers to  those who work within the pro cess.”

Identifying the functions performed as advocate is essential,  because prosecutors do 
more than prosecute (or prepare to prosecute) cases in judicial proceedings; they also 
work with and advise law enforcement and police investigators in gathering, organ izing, 
evaluating, understanding, and piecing together information and evidence, all prior to 
or outside of initiating judicial proceedings. When a prosecutor performs the same 
investigative functions as a police officer, she should receive the same immunity as a 
police officer;  because police officers enjoy only qualified immunity for their investiga-
tive functions, so should prosecutors. (Buckley). The same is true when a prosecutor 
advises police on how to  handle suspects in their investigations. (Burns). And neither 
prosecutors nor police enjoy absolute immunity for fabricating evidence while 
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investigating a case. (Whitlock v. Brown (7th Cir. 2010)). That such functions are not 
treated as prosecutorial makes sense in light of concerns for protecting  legal judgment 
within the judicial process —   the prosecutor does not exercise specialized  legal judg-
ment or knowledge when  doing the same  thing as a police officer, nor are  there proce-
dural protections against constitutionally violative investigative misconduct occurring 
outside judicial proceedings.

Buckley v. Fitzsimmons (1993) established that investigation (covered by qualified 
immunity) ended and prosecution (covered by absolute immunity) began at probable 
cause. A prosecutor did not and could not act as an advocate for the state in the judicial 
phase of the criminal pro cess  until the judicial phase was or could be initiated —   when 
the prosecutor had probable cause to arrest or to pres ent the case to a  grand jury. The 
probable- cause line recognized the distinct functions prosecutors performed and how 
they performed them. As investigators, they searched for and gathered evidence; as advocates, 
they evaluated that evidence in preparation for presenting it in court. In applying the 
probable- cause line, lower courts consider  whether  there was an arrest or an identified 
suspect and  whether the prosecutor acted with an eye  towards a pending or soon- to- be- 
pending proceeding against a known person at which the prosecutor would act as an 
advocate. (Collins v. City of New York (E.D.N.Y. 2013)).

This point split the Buckley Court. Justice Kennedy, writing for four Justices in par-
tial dissent, argued that police and prosecutors did not perform the same functions 
even when engaging in the same investigative conduct. A prosecutor acted with a dif fer-
ent focus when gathering evidence or interviewing witnesses, evaluating it with a spe-
cial eye  towards how persuasive it would be before a  grand jury or trial jury. A prosecutor 
always exercised his specialized  legal judgment to consider what would happen to evi-
dence or a witness once a case reached the judicial phase of the pro cess. Thus, the dis-
sent argued, prosecutorial immunity should protect all the prosecutor’s actions 
leading to trial, including decisions that built to the ultimate advocate’s choice of 
 whether and how to use evidence in the judicial phase.

Buckley arose from a prosecutor’s multiple efforts, all occurring prior to probable cause 
and any decision to convene a  grand jury, to locate an expert to (falsely) link a boot print 
found at a crime scene to the defendant. Given that timing, the prosecutor could not 
have been acting as an advocate for the state,  because  there could not have been judicial 
proceedings in which to advocate; the function could only have been investigative. The 
majority insisted that it would be “anomalous” to accord absolute immunity when the 
prosecutor fabricated evidence, when he would not receive absolute immunity for advis-
ing police to do the same  thing. The dissent countered that, in hunting for a witness, the 
prosecutor performed an essential step  towards initiating and pursuing judicial 
proceedings.

[2]  Level of Immunity
Like judicial immunity, prosecutorial immunity protects against civil actions for dam-

ages. But it does not immunize federal or state prosecutors from being prosecuted  under 
federal or state law for their misconduct. (Imbler). It also does not apply in civil actions to 
enjoin prosecutors from initiating or pursuing judicial proceedings; injunctions to stop 
prosecutors from enforcing unconstitutional laws are an essential part of constitutional 
litigation and enforcement of constitutional rights.
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[3]  Application of Immunity: Quasi- Prosecutorial 
Immunity

Courts accord absolute quasi- prosecutorial immunity for non- prosecutorial officers 
acting as advocates for the state in preparing for, initiating, and pursuing judicial or 
judicial- like proceedings. Like prosecutors,  these officers exercise in de pen dent profes-
sional discretion and judgment requiring protection against civil litigation by disap-
pointed litigants. And like prosecutors, they operate within formal proceedings with 
systemic protections, including appellate review, against constitutional error and mis-
conduct. Absolute immunity protects social workers serving as advocates for the state 
in child custody, de pen dency, parental- rights, and other proceedings (Pittman v. 
Cuyahoga Cty. Dep’t of  Children &  Family Servs. (6th Cir. 2011)); government attorneys 
initiating and pursuing administrative proceedings in executive agencies (Butz v. Econ-
omou (1978)); and probation officers who prepare reports for the court. (Freeze v. Griffith 
(5th Cir. 1988)).

Quasi- prosecutorial immunity does not extend to functions beyond advocacy in for-
mal proceedings. Social workers do not enjoy absolute immunity for child- placement 
recommendations outside court proceedings, misconduct during investigations of  family 
situations, or non- judicial decisions to remove  children from a home or to take a person 
into custody. (Hardwick v. County of Orange (9th Cir. 2017); Kovacic v. Cuyahoga Cty. 
Dep’t of  Children &  Family Servs. (6th Cir. 2013); Whisman v. Rinehart (8th Cir. 1997)).

[4]  Van de Kamp and Prosecutorial Administration
Like judicial and legislative immunity, prosecutorial immunity does not attach to 

routine administrative functions, such as workplace hiring, payroll administration, 
maintenance of physical facilities, and the like. (Forrester; Mikko v. City of Atlanta (11th Cir. 
2017)). But in Van de Kamp v. Goldstein (2009), the Court recognized that some admin-
istrative functions are “directly connected with the conduct of a trial,” making them 
dif fer ent for prosecutorial- immunity purposes than  simple employment or office- 
management decisions.

Goldstein had been convicted of murder;  after his conviction was overturned on fed-
eral habeas corpus, he brought a § 1983 action alleging that prosecutors failed to dis-
close exculpatory material about an unreliable confidential in for mant. The complaint 
alleged that se nior supervising prosecutors in the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s 
Office had caused the wrongful conviction by failing to properly train or supervise line 
prosecutors on their constitutional disclosure obligations and by failing to establish 
appropriate systems, policies, and procedures through which prosecutors could share 
information about confidential in for mants with one another and with defense counsel. 
The Court held that the supervisors enjoyed prosecutorial immunity. While the chal-
lenged conduct involved the administrative function of managing a government agency, 
it required  legal knowledge and prosecutorial discretion and judgment, pulling it within 
the protection of absolute immunity.

The Court posited a hy po thet i cal in which supervising attorneys provided direct 
advice and supervision to line prosecutors working on an individual prosecution, for 
which supervisors clearly would enjoy absolute immunity.  There was no difference 
between such case- specific training and supervision and general office- wide supervision 
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and training; “a suit charging that a supervisor made a  mistake directly related to a par-
tic u lar trial, on the one hand, and a suit charging that a supervisor trained and super-
vised inadequately, on the other, would seem very much alike.”

The Court sought to avoid two anomalies. First, the claims against the supervisor 
depended on the line prosecutor’s constitutional misconduct within the judicial pro-
cess, in that the plaintiff could prove supervisors failed in their policymaking only by 
proving that the line prosecutor committed a constitutional violation within the judi-
cial proceeding. But line prosecutors enjoyed absolute immunity for the advocacy con-
duct of failing to disclose evidence. (Imbler; Everling (S.D. Ind.)). It made no sense to 
deny immunity to the supervisors for directing that advocacy conduct. Both impli-
cated the core concerns justifying prosecutorial immunity.

Second, treating case- specific supervision differently than office- wide supervision 
would create disparities between large and small prosecutors’ offices. In a large office 
(such as Los Angeles County), supervisors necessarily operated at the broad level of pol-
icy manuals,  because they could not individually supervise each prosecutor and each 
case; in smaller offices, supervisors  were directly involved in individual cases. The Court 
did not want to accord greater immunity to the latter offices than the former.

[5]  Other Administrative Tasks
An open issue  after Van de Kamp was  whether and how to limit the distinction between 

prosecution- related administrative tasks and routine non- prosecutorial administrative 
tasks. One could argue that any non- prosecutorial administrative decision —   hiring and 
firing line prosecutors, case assignment, office operations —   requires  legal discretion, 
knowledge, and judgment that ultimately affects individual judicial proceedings. If so, 
all should be protected by absolute immunity.

In Lacey (9th Cir. 2012), the district attorney sought to investigate a newspaper that 
had criticized the county sheriff and him; recognizing the conflict of interest, the DA 
appointed a special prosecutor to pursue the case. The newspaper filed a § 1983 action 
alleging that the appointment and investigation  violated the First Amendment. A 
divided en banc court held that appointing one special prosecutor to pursue one inves-
tigation of one actor’s conduct was an absolutely immune prosecutorial function 
requiring judgment and discretion; the single- case focus of the appointment differed 
from general decisions about employment and conditions of employment within the 
office. The dissent rejected the distinction between specific and general hiring deci-
sions —   if “hiring and firing line prosecutors is not protected by absolute immunity, 
appointing a special prosecutor certainly is not,” especially where it appeared the dis-
trict attorney appointed the special prosecutor “to do his dirty work” of pursuing a 
newspaper that had been critical of him.

The reach of Van de Kamp and when administrative functions  will be deemed pros-
ecutorial turns on the plaintiff, the nature of the claim, and  whether “an individual 
prosecutor’s error in the plaintiff ’s specific criminal trial constitutes an essential ele ment 
of the plaintiff ’s claim.” (Van de Kamp; Mikko (11th Cir.)). In a routine employment case, 
the plaintiff is the adversely affected employee, someone from within the office who can 
prove her case without having to establish any constitutional violations or other conduct 
arising from a prosecution. A female line prosecutor denied good case assignments, 
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allegedly  because of her sex, can prove that she was differently treated  because of her 
sex, without having to touch on or prove constitutional error in any prosecution.

This contrasts with cases in which the plaintiff is someone from outside the office, com-
plaining that employment or assignment decisions resulted in a constitutional violation 
within a judicial proceeding, requiring proof of unconstitutional actions occurring 
within a judicial proceeding. Lacey emphasized the link between the newspaper’s consti-
tutional claims and the under lying investigation for which the special counsel had been 
appointed —   the newspaper could prevail only by proving that the investigation vio-
lated the First Amendment.

Another way to frame this is that absolute immunity applies to decisions involving  legal 
and professional judgment within systemic protections; absolute immunity requires both 
and the absence of one precludes it. This explains the difference in the cases described 
above. Systemic protections  were in place in Lacey, as the newspaper could challenge the 
constitutional validity of the investigation and prosecution within the state proceed-
ings, without having to seek damages for the appointment of the special prosecutor. By 
contrast, no systemic protections surround a routine employment decision; the line 
prosecutor denied assignments for discriminatory reasons has no systemic recourse other 
than civil litigation and no judicial proceeding within which to challenge the adverse 
employment treatment.

[6]  Van de Kamp and Case- Specific  
Administrative Functions

In Bliven v. Hunt (2d Cir. 2009), the Second Cir cuit explained the scope of judicial 
immunity and the divide between judicial and administrative functions by how many 
cases an action affected —   appointment of counsel in one case was judicial, while creat-
ing and maintaining the list of potential appointees (including deciding who should be 
placed on the list) for all cases was administrative. In rejecting that distinction in Davis 
v. Tarrant County (5th Cir. 2009), the Fifth Cir cuit cited Van de Kamp to reject any dis-
tinction between micro case- specific decisions and macro general decisions. All are judi-
cial, and all are entitled to absolute immunity, where they require the same exercises of 
judgment and discretion, regardless of how many cases they affect.

[7]  Prosecutorial Immunity Puzzles
Consider  whether the defendants in the following cases are entitled to absolute prosecu-

torial or quasi- prosecutorial immunity.

1. Loupe v. O’Bannon (5th Cir. 2016)

Loupe was called to testify at a state- court bond hearing for her boyfriend at the time. 
 Under questioning by O’Bannon, the assistant district attorney, Loupe repeatedly denied 
that her boyfriend had hit her in the face 18 months earlier. O’Bannon asked the presiding 
judge to order that Loupe be arrested; the judge denied the request. O’Bannon then called to 
the witness stand the sheriff ’s deputy who took the domestic- violence incident report; the 
deputy testified that Loupe did not tell him that her boyfriend hit her in the face. O’Bannon 
then ordered the deputy on duty at the court house to arrest Loupe and take her into custody 
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for filing a false police report; the deputy obeyed the command. Loupe was charged with crim-
inal mischief for filing the false police report, although at trial the district attorney stipu-
lated that Loupe was not guilty and she was acquitted.

Loupe files a § 1983 action against O’Bannon. Loupe challenges two acts by O’Bannon 
as violating the Constitution: 1) ordering the deputy to arrest her without a warrant and 2) 
initiating and pursuing criminal charges for filing the false police report.

2. Hardwick v. County of Orange (9th Cir. 2017)

A state de pen dency court removed Hardwick, a minor, from her  mother’s custody, on rec-
ommendation and testimony by Vreeken and Dwojak, the state social workers assigned to 
the case.

Hardwick brings a § 1983 action against Vreeken and Dwojak. Hardwick alleges that her 
constitutional rights  were  violated by three actions of the defendants: 1) falsely telling the 
de pen dency court that Hardwick’s  mother had caused Hardwick to miss a mandatory visit 
with her  father, when the prob lem was caused by the state- assigned visitation monitor; 
2) falsely advising the court that Hardwick’s  mother had turned her  daughter against the moni-
tor; and 3) falsely telling the court that Hardwick’s  mother had told her that her  father was 
trying to take her away, when Vreeken had made inappropriate comments to the  children, 
including that they would be put in a “home” if they did not visit their  father.

§ 5.11  Witness Immunity

The final essential actors in the judicial pro cess are witnesses, both private and police 
officers. At common law, all trial witnesses enjoyed absolute immunity from suit for libel 
and slander based on their testimony, even if that testimony was false or made mali-
ciously. In Briscoe v. Lahue (1983), the Court extended that immunity to protect against 
all § 1983 claims against all trial witnesses. Lower courts extended immunity to witnesses 
in preliminary hearings. (Curtis v. Bembenek (7th Cir. 1995)). The Supreme Court 
extended it further to protect all witnesses in grand- jury proceedings (Rehberg v. Paulk 
(2012)), although not witnesses in ex parte proceedings such as hearings on search and 
arrest warrants. (Kalina v. Fletcher (1997)). As to all proceedings, the Court rejected argu-
ments that police- officer witnesses should be treated differently than other government 
actors or non- governmental witnesses.

Witness immunity rests on the same rationales as other judicial- process immunities. 
It enables effective operation of the judicial system, by ensuring that fear of suit and lia-
bility does not make witnesses reluctant to come forward and testify or cause them to 
shade their testimony in  favor of the would-be plaintiff for fear of subsequent suit and 
liability. The same systemic and procedural protections guard against witness miscon-
duct, obviating the need for civil liability as a check. Witnesses are  under oath, may be 
criminally prosecuted for perjury for intentional lies, and are subject to cross- 
examination. Prob lems with witness testimony may constitute grounds for reversal 
of any judgment.

The role of cross examination was a sticking point in extending immunity to grand- 
jury witnesses in Rehberg, since grand- jury proceedings do not include cross- examination 
by defense counsel. But impor tant witnesses ( those whose false testimony could lead to 
an unconstitutional conviction) must repeat their testimony at trial where they  will be 
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subject to cross- examination, providing the structural protections justifying absolute 
immunity.

Immunity protects witnesses against claims arising from their testimony. Immunity 
does not relate back to or immunize conduct occurring off the witness stand and prior 
to testimony. (Hinchman v. Moore (6th Cir. 2002)).

PART C: QUALIFIED IMMUNITY

§ 5.12  Overview

When absolute immunity is unnecessary or unjustified to protect a function, officers 
may fall back on executive qualified immunity. (Buckley v. Fitzsimmons (1993)). This is 
the default immunity for all federal, state, and local officers acting  under color of law, 
for all functions that are not legislative, judicial, or prosecutorial (or quasi- legislative, 
- judicial, or - prosecutorial). Qualified immunity protects federal cabinet officers (Ash-
croft v. al- Kidd (2011); Butz v. Economou (1978)); presidential aides (Harlow v. Fitzger-
ald (1982)); state and local elected officials (Scheuer v. Rhodes (1974); Whitney v. City of 
Milan (6th Cir. 2012); appointed and hired officers and employees working within execu-
tive bureaucracies at all levels of government (Lane v. Franks (2014); Padilla v. Yoo 
(9th Cir. 2012); Morgan v. Swanson (5th Cir. 2011)); law-enforcement officers at all levels 
of government, who represent the most common use of qualified immunity (Mullenix 
v. Luna (2015) (per curiam); Reichle v. Howards (2012); Pearson v. Callahan (2009); Sauc-
ier v. Katz (2001)); and corrections officers. (Procunier v. Navarette (1978); Dahl v. Weber 
(8th Cir. 2009)). Qualified immunity may protect judges, legislators, and prosecutors per-
forming  those administrative, investigative, and other functions to which their special-
ized absolute immunities do not apply. (Hardwick v. County of Orange (9th Cir. 2017)).

Only the President of the United States enjoys absolute immunity for executive con-
duct in office, owing to his unique status as the repository of all executive power  under 
Article II of the Constitution and to separation- of- powers concerns of haling him 
before a potentially hostile federal judiciary for claims arising from his official conduct. 
Presidential immunity extends to claims for damages (Nixon v. Fitzgerald (1982)) and 
perhaps to claims for injunctive relief (Franklin v. Mas sa chu setts (1992) (Scalia, J., concur-
ring in part and concurring in the judgment)), but not to claims for non- official conduct 
that occurred prior to becoming president, even if litigated while in office. (Clinton v. 
Jones (1997)).

Qualified immunity bars claims for damages, but does not prohibit criminal prose-
cutions or civil actions seeking injunctive, equitable, or prospective relief. The scope of 
qualified immunity is the same for state and local officers in § 1983 actions as for federal 
officers in Bivens actions. (Harlow v. Fitzgerald (1982)). Much of the Supreme Court’s 
early qualified- immunity jurisprudence was established in Bivens actions (Saucier; 
Anderson v. Creighton (1987); Harlow), although recent decisions have involved § 1983 
claims against state and local officials. (White v. Pauly (2017); Mullenix; Lane ; Pear-
son). In Ziglar v. Abbasi (2017), the Court, without explanation or citation, applied 
qualified immunity to civil conspiracy claims  under 42 U.S.C. § 1985(3) (§ 2 of the 1871 
Act).


